Webinar CIBSE Intelligent Buildings Group in Association with CIB

The Impact of the 4th Industrial Revolution on the Design and Operation of Buildings and Cities

1 July 2020 at 15:00-16:30 (BST)

About this Event

Introduction & Agenda [3 mins] by
Hosted by Matthew Marson and Derek Clements-Croome (Chair IBG)
Philip Ross, CEO, Unwired Group

Setting the 4th Industrial Revolution in Context (15 mins)
Philip will give a view on where technology is leading us into the future.
Matthew Marson, Head of Smart Places, WSP

The Relevance of the Fourth Industrial Revolution to the Built Environment [15 mins]
Matthew will be introducing the fourth industrial revolution and what it means to designers of the built environment.
James Kinch, Co-Founder, CrowdThings

Platform Economy & Digital Twin [15 mins]
James will be discussing how integrative technologies lead to new business models and social good.
Kristina Goncharov, Smart Places Analyst, WSP

Project Example: First-of-a-kind 4IR city [15 mins]
Kristina will introduce a project example. The design of the city premiered the use and integration of many fourth industrial revolution concepts.

Q+A [30 mins]
For questions about the event or the registration process, please register here.